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Abstract The mammalian carboxylesterase 1 (Ces1/CES1) family comprises several enzymes that hy-

drolyze many xenobiotic chemicals and endogenous lipids. To investigate the pharmacological and phys-

iological roles of Ces1/CES1, we generated Ces1 cluster knockout (Ces1e/e) mice, and a hepatic human

CES1 transgenic model in the Ces1e/e background (TgCES1). Ces1e/e mice displayed profoundly

decreased conversion of the anticancer prodrug irinotecan to SN-38 in plasma and tissues. TgCES1 mice

exhibited enhanced metabolism of irinotecan to SN-38 in liver and kidney. Ces1 and hCES1 activity

increased irinotecan toxicity, likely by enhancing the formation of pharmacodynamically active SN-38.

Ces1e/e mice also showed markedly increased capecitabine plasma exposure, which was moderately

decreased in TgCES1 mice. Ces1e/e mice were overweight with increased adipose tissue, white adipose

tissue inflammation (in males), a higher lipid load in brown adipose tissue, and impaired blood glucose

tolerance (in males). These phenotypes were mostly reversed in TgCES1 mice. TgCES1 mice displayed
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increased triglyceride secretion from liver to plasma, together with higher triglyceride levels in the male

liver. These results indicate that the carboxylesterase 1 family plays essential roles in drug and lipid meta-

bolism and detoxification. Ces1e/e and TgCES1 mice will provide excellent tools for further study of the

in vivo functions of Ces1/CES1 enzymes.

ª 2023 Chinese Pharmaceutical Association and Institute of Materia Medica, Chinese Academy of Medical

Sciences. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Mammalian carboxylesterases (rodents: Ces, human: CES) belong
to the superfamily of serine hydrolases. They can cleave carbox-
ylic acid ester, amide, and thioester bonds in substrates1e4. There
are five Ces/CES families based on amino acid sequence identity.
Six human CES genes have been identified, and twenty mouse Ces
genes5. Ces/CES enzymes can participate in detoxifying various
drugs and environmental toxicants, and in metabolic activation of
some prodrugs6. Some also hydrolyze endogenous lipids such as
triglycerides, cholesteryl esters and retinyl esters7. Several Ces/
CES enzymes are not only expressed in pharmacokinetically
relevant tissues (liver, small intestine and kidney), but also in
lipid-storing and -metabolizing locations (white and brown adi-
pose tissues)8. They are therefore thought to play important roles
in both drug metabolism and lipid homeostasis.

Among the five Ces/CES families, most attention has been
paid to Ces1/CES1 and Ces2/CES29,10. In humans, the CES1
enzyme is abundantly expressed in liver parenchyma cells, pri-
marily in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), and to a lower extent in
adipose tissue, kidney, and macrophages8. Interestingly, CES1
mRNA levels in adipose tissue positively correlate with adiposity
in several independent studies11e13. CES1 has broad substrate
specificity, encompassing narcotics (heroin, cocaine), drugs (iri-
notecan, capecitabine, oseltamivir and methylphenidate) and
endogenous lipids (triglycerides, cholesteryl esters)7,14. Several
single nucleotide polymorphisms have been identified in the CES1
gene, which are directly associated with altered pharmacokinetics
of several drugs14. Eight mouse Ces1 genes (Ces1a to Ces1h) are
located in tandem on chromosome 85. Ces1 enzymes have a fairly
wide and unique tissue distribution, for example, seven Ces1 en-
zymes (Ces1a to Ces1g) are expressed in the liver to different
degrees; a special case is Ces1c which is primarily secreted from
liver into plasma due to lack of an ER retention signal, presenting
an important species difference with human CES1, which is not
secreted; Ces1d is most highly expressed in adipose tissue, and
Ces1f in kidney8. For the mouse Ces1 enzymes, several endoge-
nous substrates, especially lipids, have been recognized in in vitro
assays. Ces1d and Ces1f exhibit triglyceride hydrolase activ-
ity15,16; retinyl ester can be hydrolyzed by Ces1e17.

Valuable insights particularly into physiological roles of Ces1/
CES1 enzymes have been gained from genetically modified
mouse models. It has been demonstrated that hepatic human CES1
is involved in VLDL (very low density lipoprotein) assembly and
secretion in inducible transgenic mice18. Moreover, hepatic CES1
may also participate in cholesterol handling and can even influ-
ence atherosclerosis development19. Several single Ces1 knockout
mouse models (Ces1c, Ces1d and Ces1g) have been generated for
drug and lipid metabolism studies20e22. Even though these Ces1
enzymes share high amino acid sequence identity with each
other5,7, the Ces1 knockout mouse models exhibit distinct and
sometimes even opposite phenotypes: lower blood lipids and
improved glucose tolerance were observed in Ces1d knockout
mice21, whereas loss of Ces1g led to obesity, hepatic steatosis, and
hyperlipidemia22.

To our knowledge, there are as yet no individual Ces1a, Ces1b,
Ces1e, Ces1f or Ces1h in vivo mouse models, limiting the possi-
bilities to thoroughly understand the functions of mouse Ces1
enzymes in vivo. Furthermore, current human CES1 transgenic
mice were generally generated and studied in a wild-type (WT)
Ces1-proficient background, making it possibly challenging to
translate these results to humans. In this study we aimed to sys-
tematically investigate the in vivo influence of Ces1/CES1 en-
zymes on drug and lipid metabolism by generating and analyzing
Ces1 cluster knockout mice and hepatic human CES1 transgenic
mice in a mouse Ces1 cluster knockout background.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Animals

Mice were housed in an environment-controlled room with a 12-h
light/12-h dark cycle. They were fed a medium-fat diet from
Special Diets Services (TransBreed (E) 801,228, fat content 10%
by weight, 24% by calories, Essex, UK) and acidified water ad
libitum. All were of a comparable genetic background (FVB/NRj)
and between 9 and 16 weeks of age. All mice were fertile and
produced at the expected Mendelian frequencies.

2.2. Generation of Ces1e/e and TgCES1 mice

Details of developing Ces1e/e and TgCES1 mice are described in
supporting methods (Supporting Information). To dilute potential
off-target effects caused by CRISPR/Cas9 targeting, the Ces1
deletion allele was backcrossed with wild-type FVB/NRj mice for
three generations before breeding to homozygosity.

2.3. Plasma and tissue pharmacokinetic experiments

Irinotecan and SN-38 used for the quantification reference
standards were from SigmaeAldrich (Saint Louis, MO, USA,
purity � 97%). Chemotherapy-grade irinotecan hydrochloride
trihydrate (20 mg/mL, corresponding to 17.33 mg/mL irinotecan,
obtained from Fresenius Kabi, Cheshire, UK) was diluted with
saline to 5 mg/mL for in vivo mouse experiments. For both the
oral and i.v. experiments, 4 mL of drug solution per gram of body
weight was administered to male mice (n Z 3e7). Blood sam-
ples were collected from the tail vein at various time points using
heparinized capillary tubes (Sarstedt, Germany). At 8 h (oral) or
4 h (i.v.), the mice were sacrificed under isoflurane anesthesia,
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and heparin-blood sampling by cardiac puncture followed by
cervical dislocation. Several tissues were collected and rapidly
frozen at e30 �C. Prior to analysis, organs were homogenized on
ice in 4% (w/v) BSA (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany)
in water and stored at e30 �C until analysis. Blood samples were
centrifuged at 2700 � g for 6 min at 4 �C after collection, and
the plasma fraction was collected and stored at e30 �C until
analysis. Levels of irinotecan and SN-38 were analyzed by
HPLC-fluorescence as described previously. The lower limit of
quantification for irinotecan was 7.5 ng/mL, and for SN-38
5 ng/mL23.

The capecitabine (Carbosynth, Berkshire, UK) working solu-
tion was 50 mg/mL, including 3% (v/v) DMSO, 4% Tween 80/
ethanol (1:1; v/v) and 40 mmol/L NaAc (pH 4.2). It was orally
administered by gavage to female mice (n Z 4e7) at a dose of
500 mg/kg, using a volume of 10 mL/g body weight. The exper-
imental procedure was the same as described above for the iri-
notecan oral study. HPLCeMS/MS was used to measure levels of
capecitabine and its 4 metabolites as described previously24.

2.4. Analysis of triglyceride secretion in vivo

Mice were fasted for 16 h and then injected intraperitoneally with
1 g/kg of Poloxamer-407 (SigmaeAldrich, Steinheim, Germany) in
0.9% NaCl. Blood samples were collected from the tail vein before
injection and 1, 2, 3, and 4 h after injection of the lipase inhibitor.
Plasma was prepared and triglyceride levels were analyzed by
LabAssay Triglyceride Kit (Wako Chemicals, Osaka, Japan).

2.5. Measurement of plasma and hepatic triglyceride and
plasma glycerol and free fatty acids

The triglyceride level in plasma was measured using a Roche
Cobas analyzer. Hepatic lipid was first isolated by Lipid Extrac-
tion Kit (PK-CA577-K216, PromoCell, Heidelberg, Germany),
and the hepatic triglyceride level was determined by LabAssay
Triglyceride Kit (Wako Chemicals, Osaka, Japan). Commercially
available kits were used to measure plasma glycerol and free fatty
acid levels (Products No. 2913 and 3055, Instruchemie, The
Netherlands).

2.6. Glucose and insulin tolerance tests

For the glucose tolerance test, mice fasted for 16 h received orally
administered glucose monohydrate (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany,
1 g/kg body weight). Blood glucose levels in tail vein samples
were monitored before (0 min) and after glucose infusion at
various time points (15, 30, 60, 90, and 120 min) with an ACCU-
CHEK Performa glucose meter (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim,
Germany). For the insulin tolerance test, mice fasted for 6 h were
intraperitoneally injected with insulin (SigmaeAldrich, Stein-
heim, Germany, 0.5 U/kg body weight), followed by measurement
of blood glucose as described above.

2.7. Real-time PCR analysis

RNA from mouse liver and small intestine was isolated by RNeasy
Mini Kit, RNA from mouse brown adipose tissue was isolated by
RNeasy Lipid Tissue Mini Kit (QIAGEN GmbH, Hilden, Ger-
many). Subsequent cDNA synthesis was carried out using Maxima
First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Thermo Scientific, Vilnius,
Lithuania), and real-time PCR using specific primers (QIAGEN
GmbH, Hilden, Germany) for mouse Ces1, Ces2, Ces3 genes,
thermogenic genes, hepatic fatty acid and triglyceride synthesis
genes were performed as described previously25,26.

2.8. Western blot analysis

Crude membrane fractions were isolated from mouse liver, kidney,
and small intestine as described previously26. The microsomal
protein was quantified by the BCA protein Assay Kit (Thermo
Scientific, Rockford, USA). After transfer, blots were probed with
rabbit anti-human CES1 monoclonal antibody (ab53008, Abcam)
(dilution 1:20,000), and rabbit anti-b-Actin monoclonal antibody
(#4970, Cell Signaling) (dilution 1:2000), followed by HRP-labeled
goat anti-rabbit antibody (Dako Denmark A/S, Glostrup, Denmark).

2.9. Histological and immunohistochemical analysis

Isolated tissues were handled as described previously. Hematox-
ylin and eosin (H&E)-stained, and Oil Red O-stained sections
were analyzed for pathological changes as previously described26.
Immunohistochemistry on wild-type, Ces1e/e and TgCES1 tis-
sues was conducted with a rabbit anti-human CES1 monoclonal
antibody (ab53008, Abcam), and secondary antibody conjugated
to HRP-labeled polymers (EnVision þ System-HRP; DakoCyto-
mation, Glostrup, Denmark).

2.10. Pharmacokinetic calculations and statistics

Mean concentrations (ng/mL) for each time point were used to
calculate the area under the plasma concentration versus time
curve (AUC) from time 0 to the last sampling point by the linear
trapezoidal rule. Two-tailed unpaired Student’s t test was used to
assess the significance of differences between two sets of data.
One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test was used to
determine the significance of differences among three groups.
Data are presented as mean � standard deviation (SD); differences
were considered to be statistically significant when P was less
than 0.05.

2.11. Study approval

All mouse experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee (Animal Experiments Review Board) of
the Netherlands Cancer Institute, complying with Dutch and E.U.
legislation.

3. Results

3.1. Generation of Ces1 cluster knockout mice

The mouse Ces1 gene cluster (w360 kb) on chromosome 8 harbors
8 individual Ces1 genes (Fig. 1A). We initially aimed to obtain
conditional Ces1 cluster knockout (Ces1e/e) mice by inserting loxP
sites flanking the Ces1 cluster using CRISPR/Cas9 methodology27,
followed by Cre-mediated deletion (Fig. 1B). Coinjection of Cas9
mRNA, two gRNAs and two single-stranded homologous recom-
bination DNA oligos into FVB/NRj zygotes successfully generated
conditional mutant alleles in offspring mice, with insertion of loxP
sites flanking the mouse Ces1 cluster. However, we also found
several mouse lines among the offspring with a direct and full
deletion of the Ces1aeCes1h locus. DNA sequencing revealed that



Figure 1 Generation of Ces1e/e mice. (A) Schematic overview of the strategy for deletion of the Ces1 cluster genes. The cutting sites (stippled

lines) were targeted just upstream and downstream of the Ces1 cluster by CRISPR/Cas9 methodology. Subsequently the whole Ces1 cluster was

deleted, yielding a product allele as depicted below the Ces1 locus (stippled line). Gene sizes and intergenic distances are not to scale. Each white

box represents a single gene. (B) Detail of the Cas9/sgRNA/oligo targeting sites downstream and upstream of the Ces1 cluster. The sgRNA coding

sequence is underlined and labeled in red. The PAM sequence is shown in blue. The Cas9 cutting sites are indicated by red arrows. In the oligo

donor sequence, the loxP site is indicated in yellow, and the restriction site sequence in purple. The donor oligos contain 60 bp homologies on both

sides flanking the planned double-strand breaks. (C) PCR analysis of all Ces1 genes in tail DNA of wild-type (WT) and Ces1e/e mice; KO: Ces1

cluster knockout.
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these lines were generated by direct ligation of the targeted Cas9
cutting sites flanking Ces1a and Ces1h, often with some additional
nucleotide insertions and deletions, but also one line that was a
clean hybrid of the planned Cas9 cutting sites (Supporting
Information Fig. S1). As two independent Ces1 cluster deletion
alleles could be readily bred to homozygosity, and the resulting two
independent Ces1e/e founder lines were normally viable and
fertile, we mothballed the Cre-loxP approach and focused on
analysis of the direct deletion strains.

The PCR products for all Ces1 genes present in WTwere absent
in Ces1e/e mice (Fig. 1C). Accordingly, RT-PCR analysis
demonstrated a sharp “downregulation” of RNAs for all signifi-
cantly expressed Ces1 genes in liver and small intestine of Ces1e/e

compared with WT male mice (Supporting Information Table S2).
We also checked the expression levels of the functionally and
structurally related Ces2 and Ces3 gene families. No significant or
meaningful changes were detected between WT and Ces1e/e male
mice (Table S2).
3.2. Loss of all Ces1 enzymes decreases the formation of SN-38
from irinotecan

The anticancer prodrug irinotecan is approved for the treatment of
metastatic colorectal cancer and small cell lung cancer25. It is
converted by esterases into the active metabolite, SN-38
(Supporting Information Scheme S1). We administered irinotecan
hydrochloride trihydrate (20 mg/kg) orally or i.v. to male WT and
Ces1e/e mice. Levels of irinotecan and SN-38 in plasma were
analyzed by HPLC-fluorescence23. Plasma AUCs of irinotecan
were 17.2- and 1.9-fold higher in Ces1e/e versus WT mice after
oral and i.v. dosing, respectively (Fig. 2A, C and Supporting
Information Table S3). In WT mice, the plasma concentration of
irinotecan at all time points after oral administration was below the
limit of detection (12.5 ng/mL) (Fig. 2A), suggesting extensive
hydrolysis of oral irinotecan in WT mice. Loss of Ces1 enzymes
resulted in markedly decreased hydrolysis of irinotecan in Ces1e/e

mice, and hence increased irinotecan plasma levels. However, after



Figure 2 Ces1 loss strongly reduces irinotecan conversion to SN-38. Pharmacokinetics of irinotecan and SN-38 after oral or i.v. administration

of irinotecan hydrochloride trihydrate (20 mg/kg) to male WT and Ces1e/e mice. Plasma concentration versus time curves and AUCs of irinotecan

and SN-38 after oral (A, B) or i.v. (C, D) administration of irinotecan. Tissue concentrations of irinotecan, SN-38 and SN-38-to-irinotecan ratios in

liver (E, G) and kidney (F, H). Data are presented as mean � SD (n Z 4e5; *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001 when

compared with WT mice; the statistical calculation was performed after log-transformation of data; two-tailed unpaired Student’s t test).
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i.v. administration the much higher amount of irinotecan in plasma
was more modestly affected by the removal of Ces1 activity (1.9-
fold increase, Fig. 2C). Systemic plasma AUCs of SN-38 in
Ces1e/e mice were at most 24% or 4% of those seen in WT con-
trols after oral and i.v. administration, respectively (Fig. 2B, D and
Table S3). SN-38 was below the limit of detection (8.5 ng/mL) at
almost all time points after oral dosing in Ces1e/e mice (Fig. 2B),
and vastly reduced after i.v. dosing (Fig. 2D), indicating a pro-
nounced reduction of SN-38 formation in Ces1e/e compared to WT
mice.

In liver, the SN-38-to-irinotecan ratio was substantially lower in
Ces1e/e mice both after oral and i.v. administration, mainly
because of a higher absolute concentration of irinotecan and a
lower SN-38 concentration (Fig. 2E and G). A similar profile was
seen in kidney (Fig. 2F and H). Spleen and lung also showed
significantly lower SN-38-to-irinotecan ratios in Ces1e/e mice
both after oral and i.v. dosing (Supporting Information Fig. S2),
and similar differences in absolute drug concentrations between
WT and Ces1e/e mice as liver and kidney, especially after i.v.
administration (Fig. S2C and S2D). Given the prominent impact of
Ces1 on the plasma levels of irinotecan and SN-38, it is difficult to
cleanly distinguish the tissue-specific and plasma-specific contri-
bution of Ces1 to the conversion from irinotecan to SN-38. We
note that mouse Ces1c, unlike human CES1, is an abundant plasma
enzyme. Consequently, it will have a strong impact on the con-
version of any irinotecan present in plasma to SN-38, as the
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irinotecan is continually exposed to the plasma Ces1c. This SN-38
in plasma may then readily distribute from plasma to all tissues.
However, as neither tissue-to-plasma ratios nor tissue accumulation
parameters were identical between the two strains (Supporting
Information Fig. S3), it seems likely that the tissue concentra-
tions did not simply reflect the plasma concentrations of the
compounds. We also measured the small intestine tissue, small
intestinal content (SIC) and colon levels of irinotecan and SN-38.
Clear decreases in SN-38-to-irinotecan ratios showed up in most
cases in Ces1e/e mice, except for SIC-oral and colon-i.v.
(Supporting Information Fig. S4C and S4F). However, also due
to high interindividual variation, we rarely observed significant
differences in absolute concentrations or recovered amounts of
irinotecan and SN-38 among these three compartments between
WT and Ces1e/e mice. Compared to all other tissues analyzed,
high concentrations of both irinotecan and SN-38 were seen in the
SIC of WT mice, especially after i.v. administration (Fig. S4D),
illustrating the extensive capacity for excreting these compounds
into the intestinal lumen.

Mouse Ces2 can also hydrolyze irinotecan, and these enzymes
are most likely responsible for the residual level of SN-38 for-
mation that was observed in plasma and all analyzed tissues.
However, likely the prominent role of plasma Ces1c in conversion
of irinotecan to SN-38 in plasma has resulted in a comparatively
disproportionate impact of Ces1 on the overall pharmacokinetics
of irinotecan and SN-38 in mice.

3.3. Stable liver-specific expression of human CES1 in
transgenic mice of Ces1 knockout background

To investigate the possible roles of human CES1 in vivo, we aimed
to generate human CES1 transgenic mice with stable and liver-
specific expression by zygote injection of an ApoE promoter-
HCR1 driven expression cassette26, containing wild-type human
CES1 cDNA (Fig. 3A). The transgene was then crossed into a
Ces1e/e background and bred to homozygosity for the transgene
and knockout alleles to obtain humanized TgCES1 mice. Western
blot analysis of crude membrane proteins of liver, small intestine
and kidney showed that CES1 was abundantly expressed in the
liver of male and female TgCES1 mice (Fig. 3B). No CES1
expression was observed in the small intestine of this strain, but
the transgene was slightly expressed in the kidney of TgCES1
male mice. These Western blot results were confirmed by
immunohistochemical staining, which showed strong hepatic
CES1 expression, especially in periportal areas of TgCES1 male
mice, but no intestinal staining (Fig. 3C and Supporting
Information Fig. S5A). In the kidney of TgCES1 male mice,
focused CES1 staining in proximal tubule epithelial cells and
Bowman’s capsule was observed (Fig. S5B). A similar localiza-
tion was previously seen for human OATP1B1/3 overexpression
driven by the ApoE-HCR1 expression cassette26. No CES1
expression was detected in white and brown adipose tissues
(Fig. S5C). We observed a quite comparable human CES1
expression pattern in TgCES1 females (data not shown). Hepatic
expression of transgenic CES1 was monitored over approximately
8 generations and was found to be stable (data not shown). Unlike
mouse Ces1c, human CES1 will not be secreted into plasma as it
contains an endoplasmic reticulum retention signal.

RT-PCR analysis of potential Ces2 gene expression changes in
the Ces1e/e and TgCES1 mouse strains revealed no significant or
meaningful changes in male and female liver or male small in-
testine (Supporting Information Fig. S6AeS6F). Only in female
Ces1e/e small intestine we observed significant, about 2-fold
upregulation of the Ces2a, 2b, and 2c genes, which was
reversed in the TgCES1 mice (Fig. S6G and S6H). Considered in
the context of the substantial pharmacokinetic and physiological
changes we observed in these mouse strains (see also below) it
seems unlikely that these modest shifts in female small intestine
would have had a strong impact on those changes.

3.4. Human CES1 transgenic mice show increased formation of
SN-38 from irinotecan in liver and kidney

In vitro, human CES2 appears to hydrolyze irinotecan more effi-
ciently (> 50-fold) than human CES128. Yet, about 50% of hepatic
irinotecan hydrolysis is thought to be mediated by human CES1
because of its high and predominant expression in liver. In the
clinic, irinotecan is intravenously administered to patients, so the
question arises to what extent human CES1 can impact irinotecan
metabolism in an intact animal model. To explore this, we analyzed
irinotecan and SN-38 pharmacokinetics in TgCES1, WT and
Ces1e/e mice. After intravenous administration of 20 mg/kg iri-
notecan hydrochloride trihydrate, at 7.5 and 15 min, we observed
moderately but significantly higher SN-38-to-irinotecan ratios in
plasma of TgCES1 compared to Ces1e/e mice, but not at later time
points (Fig. 4A). This suggests a modest role for hepatic human
CES1 in the plasma disposition of irinotecan and SN-38 at early
time points. The overall SN-38-to-irinotecan AUC ratios were
similar between Ces1e/e and TgCES1 mice, and markedly lower
than in WT (Fig. 4B). No significant differences in absolute plasma
concentrations of irinotecan and SN-38 were observed between
TgCES1 and Ces1e/e mice, nor for plasma AUCs of irinotecan and
SN-38 (Supporting Information Fig. S7A and S7B). These data
indicate that hepatic human CES1 has only a minor impact on i.v.
irinotecan and SN-38 metabolism and disposition in the plasma
compartment. In contrast, with respect to liver and kidney, while
irinotecan concentrations were similar between Ces1e/e and
TgCES1 mice (Fig. 4C and F), the SN-38 concentrations in
TgCES1 mice were increased to the same levels as seen in WT
mice (Fig. 4D and G). Accordingly, the SN-38-to-irinotecan ratios
in these tissues in TgCES1 were much higher than in Ces1e/e mice
(Fig. 4E and H), albeit still slightly lower than in WT mice. Similar
shifts were observed for SN-38 concentration (Fig. 4D and G) and
fraction of dose (Fig. S7D and S7F), with TgCES1 values roughly
equaling WT values. Pooling of the WTand Ces1e/e data of the i.v.
experiments in Figs. 2 and 4 resulted in very similar results
(n Z 7e9), with statistical significance of all tested differences at
least as high as seen in the graphs of Fig. 4 (data not shown).

These results indicate that expression of human CES1 in liver
and kidney can markedly increase the local irinotecan to SN-38
conversion. They also confirm that the transgenic CES1 is enzy-
matically active. The absence of marked effects of TgCES1 on the
plasma disposition of irinotecan and SN-38 suggests that the
strong changes between WT and Ces1e/e mice there are mainly
caused by the mouse plasma-localized Ces1c enzyme. We also
assessed other tissues not expressing transgenic CES1 (spleen,
lung, SI, SIC and colon) but no clear differences between Ces1e/e

and TgCES1 mice were observed (data not shown). This suggests
that the shifts were restricted to tissues expressing human CES1.

3.5. Ces1 deficiency reduces WBC and thymus toxicity

In a small-scale toxicity experiment, with 6 once-daily i.v. irino-
tecan injections at a dose (30 mg/kg) that should cause only



Figure 3 Human CES1 expression in transgenic mice. (A) Schematic structure of the ApoE promoter-HCR1-driven expression cassette

containing wild-type human CES1 cDNA. (B) Western blot analysis of crude membrane protein of liver, small intestine (SI) and kidney from WT,

Ces1e/e and TgCES1 mice. Crude membrane protein from human liver (HCM) was used as positive control. HCM: human crude liver membrane.

(C) Immuno-histochemical staining of human CES1 in liver and small intestine of WT, Ces1e/e and TgCES1 male mice. Scale bar: 300 mm.
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limited toxicity in WT mice, we observed similar mild body-
weight loss (w7% over 7 days) between WT, Ces1e/e and
TgCES1 mice (Supporting Information Fig. S8A). However, while
the number of white blood cells (WBC) was significantly reduced
in WT and TgCES1 mice (Day 7 compared to Day 0), in Ces1e/e

mice there was no significant shift, although the differences were
small (Fig. S8B). More strikingly, histopathology on Day 7
revealed that the WT mice showed dramatic thymus atrophy
(lymphocytic depletion, with extensive thinning of cortex and
medulla leading to a very small size of the thymus) compared with
a much more normal-looking thymus in Ces1e/e mice, whereas
TgCES1 mice suffered only a moderate depletion of the thymus
cortex (Fig. S8C). In contrast, the structure of the jejunum and cell
density of sternal bone marrow appeared relatively normal in these
3 mouse strains, consistent with only mild bodyweight loss (Fig.
S8D and S8E). These results suggest that the lower systemic
SN-38 exposure in Ces1e/e and TgCES1 mice resulted in reduced
irinotecan/SN-38 toxicity in these strains with respect to the
thymus, whereas transgenic CES1 could partially revert this
relative resistance in thymus and WBC.

3.6. Mouse Ces1 and human CES1 influence metabolite-to-
capecitabine ratios in plasma

Capecitabine is an oral fluoropyrimidine (5-FU) carbamate pro-
drug for treatment of metastatic breast and colorectal cancer24.
In vitro, both human CES1 and CES2 can hydrolyze the carbamate
bond in capecitabine to yield its first metabolite, 5-DFCR, with
roughly equal efficiency (Supporting Information Scheme S2). We
administered 500 mg/kg capecitabine by oral gavage to
female WT, Ces1e/e and TgCES1 mice. HPLCeMS/MS was
used to measure the levels of capecitabine and 4 of its metabolites
(5-DFCR, 5-DFUR, 5-FU and FBAL)24. We observed a 63.4-fold
higher plasma AUC of capecitabine in Ces1e/e versus WT. The
plasma AUC of capecitabine in TgCES1 mice was about half that
in Ces1e/e mice (Supporting Information Fig. S9A and S9B), but
still far higher than that in WT mice. Somewhat surprisingly, the
absolute values of plasma AUCs for the 4 metabolites (5-DFCR,
5-DFUR, 5-FU and FBAL) were similar among all three strains
(Fig. S9CeS9J). Still, the dynamic conversion from capecitabine
to 5-DFCR, as calculated by the 5-DFCR-to-capecitabine ratio in
plasma, was clearly impacted by mouse Ces1 and human hepatic
CES1. In Ces1e/e mice, the plasma AUC ratio of 5-DFCR-to-
capecitabine was 98.9% lower than that in WT mice, and a 2.2-
fold increase in AUC ratio was observed in TgCES1 compared
to Ces1e/e mice (Fig. 5A and B). Similar tendencies of differ-
ences were detected for the metabolite-to-capecitabine ratios of
the other three metabolites, although these were mainly driven by
the shifts in plasma capecitabine concentrations (Fig. 5CeH and
Supporting Information Table S4). Together, these data demon-
strate that mouse Ces1 and hepatic human CES1 enzymes can
influence the pharmacokinetics of capecitabine and related me-
tabolites in plasma. There were no significant differences between
the three strains (neither for absolute concentrations, nor for ra-
tios) in various tissues analyzed (liver, kidney, spleen, lung, SI,
SIC and colon) (data not shown). It is worth noting that capeci-
tabine is an oral prodrug of 5-FU, which itself needs to be further
metabolized intracellularly to exert its anticancer action. However,
despite the clear impact of Ces1/CES1 on plasma levels of
capecitabine, the 5-FU concentrations in plasma and tissues were
not significantly altered in the knockout and transgenic strains
(Fig. S9G and S9H and data not shown). Apparently, there are
sufficient alternative conversion routes to still generate similar
amounts of 5-DFUR and 5-FU in the absence of Ces1/CES1.



Figure 4 Human CES1 transgenic mice exhibit enhanced metabolism of irinotecan to SN-38 in liver and kidney. Pharmacokinetics of iri-

notecan and SN-38 after i.v. administration of irinotecan hydrochloride trihydrate (20 mg/kg) to male WT, Ces1e/e and TgCES1 mice. (A, B)

Plasma SN-38-to-irinotecan ratio versus time curves and AUC ratios. Tissue concentrations of irinotecan, SN-38 and SN-38-to-irinotecan ratios in

liver (CeE) and kidney (FeH). Data are presented as mean � SD (n Z 3e7; *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001 when

compared with WT mice; þP < 0.05; þþP < 0.01; þþþP < 0.001; þþþþP < 0.0001 when TgCES1 compared with Ces1e/e mice; the statistical

calculation was performed after log-transformation of data; one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test).
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3.7. Ces1 deficiency results in increased body weight, disrupted
lipid homeostasis and hepatic expression of human CES1 reverses
these phenotypes

The entire Ces1 cluster knockout and hepatic human CES1
transgenic mice we generated present unique tools to better study
the physiological functions of the mouse Ces1 and human CES1
enzymes. We initially compared body weights at around 12e13
weeks of age among WT, Ces1e/e and TgCES1 mice fed a
standard medium-fat diet. Ces1e/e mice showed significantly
higher body weights than the WT strain. Importantly, the TgCES1
mice showed marked reduction of the increased body weights in
Ces1e/e mice (Supporting Information Fig. S10A).
We next monitored the body weight development for males
from 6 to 15 weeks. Starting from 6 weeks of age, Ces1e/e mice
showed higher body weights than their WT littermates. TgCES1
mice displayed moderately but significantly reduced body weights
compared with Ces1e/e mice, which was confirmed by AUC data
(Fig. 6A). As to the origin of these weight differences, dissection
of mice at 12e13 weeks revealed that Ces1e/e mice had markedly
elevated weights of the inguinal white adipose tissue (iWAT),
mesenteric white adipose tissue (mWAT), and interscapular brown
adipose tissue (iBAT), but not for perigonadal white adipose tissue
(gWAT) and retroperitoneal white adipose tissue (rWAT)29.
Interestingly, the weights of iWAT and mWAT depots as well as
iBAT were significantly reduced again in TgCES1 mice (Fig. 6B).



Figure 5 Mouse Ces1 and human CES1 influence metabolite-to-capecitabine ratios in plasma. Pharmacokinetics of capecitabine and its 4

metabolites (5-DFCR, 5-DFUR, 5-FU and FBAL) after oral administration of capecitabine (500 mg/kg) to female WT, Ces1e/e and TgCES1

mice. (A, B) Plasma 5-DFCR to capecitabine ratio versus time curves and AUC ratios. (C, D) Plasma 5-DFUR to capecitabine ratio versus time

curves and AUC ratios. (E, F) Plasma 5-FU to capecitabine ratio versus time curves and AUC ratios. (G, H) Plasma FBAL to capecitabine ratio

versus time curves and AUC ratios. Data are presented as mean � SD (n Z 4e7; ****P < 0.0001 when compared with WT mice; þP < 0.05;
þþP < 0.01 when TgCES1 compared with Ces1e/e mice; the statistical calculation was performed after log-transformation of the data; one-way

ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test).
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Other organ weights were roughly similar among the three strains
of mice, and the same applied for liver. But liver to body weight
ratio of TgCES1 mice was significantly higher than WT and
Ces1e/e mice (Fig. S10BeS10D).

Histological examination by haematoxylin and eosin (H&E)
staining revealed that in males gWAT adipocytes from Ces1e/e

mice were somewhat larger than those from WT mice, and again
reduced in size in TgCES1 mice. Interestingly, gWAT of Ces1e/e

mice showed infiltration of immune cells (steatitis), and hepatic
expression of human CES1 appeared to protect TgCES1 mice
from this inflammatory response. Similar histological examination
of iBAT showed that Ces1e/e iBAT had significantly more lipid
deposition than WT iBAT, which was mostly reversed in TgCES1
iBAT (Fig. 6C). This suggests that hepatic human CES1 can also
impact lipid homeostasis in iBAT. Collectively, these results
indicate that deficiency of all mouse Ces1 genes causes increased
body weight mainly due to increased WAT mass. These data also
provide strong support for a function of hepatic human CES1 in
the lipid homeostasis in adipose tissues, reducing overall lipid
accumulation in these compartments. Compared to males, females
of these three strains manifested very similar differences in body
weight development (Supporting Information Fig. S11A) and all 4
isolated white adipose tissues displayed markedly increased
weight in Ces1e/e mice, which was reversed in TgCES1 mice
(Fig. S11B). Other organ weights (kidney, spleen, lung, and heart)
were similar among these three female strains (data not shown).
Like in males, H&E staining revealed that Ces1e/e females had
larger gWAT adipocytes, and this was to some extent reduced
again in TgCES1 females. However, unlike in males, almost no
steatitis showed up in Ces1e/e gWAT. Female iBAT showed an
increased lipid load in Ces1e/e mice, albeit not as pronounced as
in males, and this was again reversed in TgCES1 mice
(Fig. S11C). Possibly gender differences in lipid handling by the
FVB/NRj mouse strain may play a role here.
To assess possible changes in energy metabolism (heat pro-
duction) in iBAT as an explanation for the changes in body weight
and lipid load in WAT and iBAT in the three mouse strains, we
measured the expression of the following thermogenic genes in
iBAT: Ucp1, Pgc1a, Prdm16, Cidea, Elovl3 and Cox8b, in males
and females. None of these genes showed significant changes in
expression (Supporting Information Fig. S12). It seems therefore
unlikely that there were significant differences in heat production
and thus lipid consumption in the iBAT of the three mouse strains.

3.8. Hepatic expression of human CES1 increases triglyceride
delivery from liver to plasma in mice

We observed notably higher free fatty acid and triglyceride con-
centrations in plasma of TgCES1 compared to both Ces1e/e and
WT male mice (Supporting Information Fig. S13D and Fig. 7A).
We therefore further explored if there is altered triglyceride
secretion in our newly generated mouse models. In a triglyceride
production assay, a slightly but significantly higher plasma tri-
glyceride level was detected in TgCES1 compared with WT and
Ces1e/e strains, as also confirmed by AUC data (Fig. 7B). The
hepatic delivery of triglyceride to blood plays an important role in
the triglyceride balance between liver, blood, and the rest of the
body30. Since we observed higher triglyceride in plasma, plus
increased triglyceride production from liver to plasma in TgCES1
mice, we tested the triglyceride level in the liver. Similar liver
weights were observed (Fig. S10C), but TgCES1 mice possessed
markedly higher triglyceride concentrations in liver than Ces1e/e

and WT mice (Fig. 7C). The lipid contents of livers were further
confirmed by Oil Red O (ORO) staining. Histological examination
by H&E staining also suggested slightly more unstained lipid-like
structures in TgCES1 liver (Fig. 7D).

In females, the triglyceride level in plasma of TgCES1 mice
was also markedly higher than that in Ces1e/e and WT mice, but



Figure 6 Ces1 deficiency results in increased body weight, disrupted lipid homeostasis and hepatic expression of human CES1 reverses these

phenotypes in male mice. Male WT, Ces1e/e and TgCES1 mice on a medium-fat diet were analyzed. (A) Body weight-time curves between 6 and

15 weeks of age, with inset showing the area under the curves (n Z 14e16). (B) Weight of different adipose tissue depots (n Z 10e12, 12e13

weeks). (C) Haematoxylin and eosin staining of perigonadal white adipose tissue (top panels) and brown adipose tissue (bottom panels)

(n Z 10e12, 12e13 weeks). Scale bar: 200 mm. Data are presented as mean � SD (*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01 when Ces1e/e compared with WT

mice; þP < 0.05; þþP < 0.01; þþþP < 0.001 when TgCES1 compared with Ces1e/e mice; one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test).
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plasma glycerol and free fatty acid levels were similar (Supporting
Information Figs. S14A, S13A and S13B). TgCES1 females also
displayed stronger hepatic triglyceride production than Ces1e/e

and WT mice (Fig. S14B). However, hepatic triglyceride con-
centrations of these strains were comparable, albeit with high
variation (Fig. S14C). Whereas the liver weight in TgCES1 was
higher than in Ces1e/e and WT, and Ces1e/e mice showed lower
liver to body weight ratio than in WT control, the liver to body
weight ratio in TgCES1 was much higher than in the other two
strains (Fig. S14D and S14E). H&E staining in TgCES1 female
liver also showed more unstained lipid-like structures than in
Ces1e/e and WT females, or TgCES1 males, and the staining
level of hepatic lipid content by ORO appeared to be slightly
higher in the female TgCES1 mice than in the other two strains
(Fig. S14F).

Since the triglyceride plasma data suggested a possibly higher
net triglyceride synthesis in the TgCES1 strain, we tested by RT-
PCR the RNA expression of two panels of genes involved in he-
patic fatty acid and triglyceride synthesis, respectively. Across
males and females, we found similar profiles of increased
expression of four genes involved in fatty acid synthesis in
TgCES1 mice (Fasn, Acc1, Acc2, and Srebp1c) (Fig. 7E and
Fig. S14G), which became even more clear-cut after pooling of
male and female data (Supporting Information Fig. S15). For
triglyceride synthesis only one gene was significantly increased in
TgCES1 female mice, Gpam (Supporting Information Fig. S16).
Altogether, these data are compatible with possibly overall
increased hepatic fatty acid and thus also triglyceride synthesis in
the TgCES1 strain.

3.9. Glucose and insulin tolerance tests in WT, Ces1e/e and
TgCES1 mice

Disrupted lipid homeostasis may lead to impaired glucose ho-
meostasis, as previously observed in several Ces1/CES1 geneti-
cally modified mouse models21,22,31,32. In oral glucose tolerance
test (GTT), Ces1e/e mice had markedly higher fasting blood
concentrations of glucose, whereas the blood glucose levels were
significantly reduced again in TgCES1 mice compared with the
Ces1e/e controls. After glucose administration, Ces1e/e mice
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showed higher blood glucose levels, and the blood glucose levels
in TgCES1 mice roughly reverted back to the WT control values
(Fig. 8A). This was confirmed by the AUC data (Fig. 8B). In the
insulin tolerance test (ITT), the responses to insulin challenge in
the three strains were similar, albeit with high variation. Even
though at 15 and 30 min significantly higher blood glucose levels
were detected in Ces1e/e mice (Fig. 8C), the AUC data were
comparable between the three strains (Fig. 8D). The data suggest
that, under a medium-fat diet, the mouse Ces1 and human CES1
enzymes can positively affect glucose metabolism in the glucose
tolerance test, but the response to insulin is more limited. We also
performed GTT and ITT in female mice as described above for
males. In the GTT, differences in fasting blood glucose levels were
similar to those in males, with Ces1e/e values clearly higher than
in the other two strains. After glucose administration, at late time
points (90 and 120 min) higher blood glucose levels were
observed in Ces1e/e mice compared to WT (Supporting
Information Fig. S17A), but TgCES1 values were not reduced
again, and the AUC data were comparable between the three fe-
male strains (Fig. S17B). In the ITT, TgCES1 females exhibited
higher blood glucose than the other two strains (Fig. S17C and
S17D), suggesting that the capacity of lowering blood glucose
by insulin is moderately hampered in TgCES1 females compared
to Ces1e/e and WT controls. Unlike in males, Ces1e/e females
showed a relatively strong early response to insulin compared to
the other two strains.

4. Discussion

Our results demonstrate that Ces1/CES1 can effectively function
as a detoxification system for both xenobiotic and lipid toxins.
While not often considered as such, lipids are potential physio-
logical toxins. A general or local excess of lipids can result in
severe and even lethal toxic effects, as seen in e.g. obesity-related
inflammation, non-alcoholic fatty liver disease and atheroscle-
rosis. Type 2 diabetes is another serious downstream toxic effect
of lipid overaccumulation. Apparently Ces1/CES1 helps to
mobilize these lipids, allowing them to be cleared more easily
from cells, and thus reducing their toxicity. In our study this was
apparent from increased body weight, adipose tissue lipid accu-
mulation and inflammation, and type 2 diabetes phenotypes
upon deletion of Ces1 genes, that could all be rescued by liver-
specific expression of human CES1 in males, and nearly all in
females.

Among our newly generated mouse models, Ces1e/e mice
displayed a strongly impaired ability to hydrolyze the prodrug
irinotecan to the active metabolite SN-38 in plasma and tissues.
Hepatic hydrolysis of irinotecan is likely most important in patients
as irinotecan is normally intravenously administered, and human
CES1 is abundantly expressed in the liver, and not in plasma. This
should make our TgCES1 strain a relatively good model to explore
the role of hepatic human CES1 in irinotecan/SN-38 metabolism.
In human CES1-expressing tissues (liver and kidney), conversion
of irinotecan to SN-38 was almost fully rescued to the levels seen
in WT mice (Fig. 4CeH and Fig. S7CeS7F), indicating that the
transgenic human CES1 has similar hydrolyzing potency for iri-
notecan as the mouse Ces1 enzymes in these two tissues. Fig. 4D
shows that hepatic human CES1 has a huge impact on the amount
of SN-38 that is formed in the liver after i.v. irinotecan adminis-
tration, effecting a 26.9-fold increase. As liver is also the main site
of metastases of colorectal cancer, one of the main indications for
clinical application of irinotecan, our data suggest that hepatic
CES1 activity might be an important, possibly even crucial effector
in the clinical application of irinotecan. Our finding that Ces1
deficiency reduces the toxicity of irinotecan, at least with respect to
WBC and thymus, supports a role of CES1 in enhancing the
pharmacodynamic activity of irinotecan. The present study also
demonstrates that the mouse Ces1 and human hepatic CES1 en-
zymes play an important role in the plasma exposure of capecita-
bine and to a lesser extent 5-DFCR, but have only limited impact
on the abundance of the further capecitabine metabolites. The most
likely explanation is that there are various other (non-Ces1) es-
terases in mice that can efficiently mediate conversion of capeci-
tabine into 5-DFCR, especially in tissues such as liver. Overall,
these data suggest that, at least in mice, due to a redundancy in
capecitabine-hydrolyzing esterases, CES1 activity in itself is not a
major determinant of 5-FU exposure. Although speculative, this
might well also apply in humans.

It is well established that carboxylesterase 1 family members
are involved in lipid metabolism, and can influence development
of metabolic disorders such as obesity, atherosclerosis and fatty
liver disease7,21,22,33. Distinct but at times also contradictory in-
sights into the in vivo physiological functions of Ces1/CES1 en-
zymes have been obtained from single Ces1 gene knockouts and
human CES1 transgenic mouse models in a WT background21,22.
Eight different mouse Ces1 genes originating from tandem gene
duplication appear to correspond to just one mature human CES1
enzyme5. It is therefore difficult, if not impossible, to define
whether one or more mouse Ces1 genes are clear orthologs of the
human CES1. The generation of a full mouse Ces1 cluster deletion
model and hepatic humanized CES1 mice in this knockout
background may therefore yield more appropriate models to
investigate physiological functions of the Ces1/CES1 family
in vivo. Ces1d single knockout mice had increased WAT weight
accompanied by larger adipocyte size compared with WT21, just
as we observed in Ces1e/e mice. Over-expanded adipocyte cell
size is often associated with hypoxia and cell death which can
produce pro-inflammatory signaling molecules, attracting immune
cell infiltration34, which had happened in male Ces1e/e WAT
(Fig. 6C).

Body weights and adipose tissue weights of TgCES1 males
and females reverted to similar levels as seen in WT controls, as
was the case for white adipocyte size and lipid loading in BAT.
The WAT inflammation seen in Ces1e/e male mice was also
relieved in TgCES1 mice (Fig. 6 and Fig. S11). Human CES1 was
not detected in WAT or BAT of TgCES1 mice (Fig. S5C). This
suggests that hepatic CES1 activity can remotely regulate lipid
homeostasis in adipose tissues. We found that triglyceride levels in
both plasma and liver compartments were enhanced in TgCES1
male mice relative to both WT and Ces1e/e mice (Fig. 7A and C).
HE and ORO staining of male livers confirmed that lipid loading
was somewhat higher in TgCES1 than in WT and Ces1e/e liver,
although it was still considered within the normal physiological
range (Fig. 7D). We also detected increased secretion of triglyc-
eride from liver to plasma in TgCES1 mice (Fig. 7B and
Fig. S14B). These results suggest that in TgCES1 mice hepatic
CES1 can stimulate triglyceride synthesis in liver and also
mobilize its secretion into plasma. Liver is the main distributor of
lipids to other organs; triglyceride is incorporated and partitioned
into lipoprotein (like VLDL) for secretion, but before that can
happen, cytosolically stored triglyceride in liver needs to be hy-
drolyzed followed by re-esterification in the endoplasmic reticu-
lum35. Hepatic human CES1 appears to be one of the enzymes
hydrolyzing triglyceride to release substrates for triglyceride re-



Figure 7 Hepatic expression of human CES1 increases triglyceride secretion from liver to plasma in male mice. (A) Plasma concentration of

triglyceride (clinical chemistry analysis) of male mice (n Z 7e21, 9e16 weeks). (B) Triglyceride secretion from liver to blood. Male mice

(n Z 7e9, 12e14 weeks) were i.p. injected with lipase inhibitor P-407, plasma was collected and measured at indicated time points. (C) Tri-

glyceride concentration in liver (nZ 10e12, 12e13 weeks). (D) Haematoxylin and eosin (top panels), Oil Red O (bottom panels) staining of liver

(n Z 8e12, 12e13 weeks). Scale bar: 200 mm. (E) RT-PCR analysis of fatty acid synthesis genes in liver (n Z 6, 12e13 weeks). Data are

presented as mean � SD (*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001 when TgCES1 compared with WT mice; þP < 0.05;
þþP < 0.01; þþþP < 0.001; þþþþP < 0.0001 when TgCES1 compared with Ces1e/e mice; one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test).
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esterification and thus stimulating hepatic triglyceride secretion36.
We envisage that in TgCES1 mice, the involvement of hepatic
human CES1 in the hydrolysis-re-esterification process may
mobilize and utilize more triglyceride, which improves global
lipid homeostasis, but at the cost of higher triglyceride in liver
itself of TgCES1 male mice. Consequently, the WAT lipid burden
is alleviated as reflected by smaller adipocyte size, disappearing
inflammation in male WAT, and lower lipid load in BAT in



Figure 8 Glucose and insulin tolerance tests in male WT, Ces1e/e and TgCES1 mice. (A, B) Male mice were fasted for 16 h, glucose (1 mg/g)

was orally administered (n Z 12, 11e12 weeks), and blood glucose was measured. (C, D) Male mice were fasted for 6 h, insulin (0.5 U/kg) was

i.p. administered (n Z 12, 11e12 weeks), and blood glucose was measured. Data are presented as mean � SD (*P < 0.05; ***P < 0.001;

****P < 0.0001 when Ces1e/e compared with WT mice; þP < 0.05; þþP < 0.01; þþþP < 0.001 when TgCES1 compared with Ces1e/e mice;

one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test).
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TgCES1 mice (Fig. 6C and Fig. S11C). Somewhat surprisingly,
the triglyceride mobilization and liver morphology of Ces1e/e and
WT mice were quite similar. This may possibly originate from
compensatory effects of different Ces enzymes.

5. Conclusions

We demonstrated that mouse Ces1 and human CES1 are strongly
involved in the in vivo metabolism of irinotecan to SN-38 and of
capecitabine. They also increased irinotecan toxicity, likely by
enhancing the formation of SN-38. We further showed that mouse
Ces1 deficiency caused overweight and higher adipose tissue lipid
load, and especially in males white adipose tissue inflammation
and impaired glucose tolerance. Human CES1 expression in liver
could mostly reverse these phenotypes, and it also increased tri-
glyceride secretion into plasma. These results indicate that the
carboxylesterase 1 family plays essential roles in drug and lipid
metabolism and detoxification. We anticipate that more insights
into the in vivo roles of Ces1/CES1 enzymes in drug metabolism
and in lipid and glucose homeostasis will be obtained from these
mouse models, giving impetus to further understanding of phar-
macokinetics and of the metabolic syndrome.
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